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Piper Kerman comes to Xavier
BY TAYLOR FULKERSON
Managing Editor
Piper Kerman, on whose
memoir the Netflix series
“Orange is the New Black” is
based, addressed an audience of
students and staff at Xavier on
Feb. 3.
Kerman spoke about her
time before, during and after her term of 13 months at
Federal Correctional Institution,
Danbury in Danbury, Conn., in
2004 and 2005. She addressed
themes such as race, class and
power dynamics in the correctional system, ideas for prison reform in the United States and the
Netflix television series that grew
out of her memoir.
Hosted by Student Activities
Council (SAC) and Xavier’s
Department of Criminal Justice,
Kerman was invited to share
stories from her year as a female
prisoner in the United States and
how it has affected her perspective since.
Kerman began writing her
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Newswire photo by Taylor Fulkerson released
kind of peo- Memoirist and prison justice advocate Piper Kerman spoke at Xavier on Feb. 3. March 2005
ple who are imprisoned in the so otherwise.
on the same day as Martha
criminal justice system and the
“Orange is the New Black,” Stewart. In her memoir, Kerman
“worlds of prisons and jails” that the memoir, was published in juxtaposes Stewart’s experience
are “hidden away from public 2010. After garnering the inter- with her own and that of other
view,” as well as how women fare est of Jenji Kohan, creator of inmates at Danbury to explain
in American prisons.
the television series “Weeds,” the how the correctional system unKerman noted that the book Netflix series followed soon af- eqaully treats people of different
strives to get someone to pick up ter, with official interest from the classes and races.
a book on prisons, especially a media-streaming service in 2011.
As noted in her presentation,
reader who normally wouldn’t do
Originally given a 15-month the book and series both have

served to promote awareness of
the way the U. S. correctional system functions. For Kerman, last
Halloween was a surreal experience when she received a flood
of tweets of pictures of women
dressed like her.
Kerman also offered practical suggestions for correctional
reform, including better mental
health resources for prisoners,
public defense reform and improvement of the way children
are treated, both in juvenile detention centers and in facilities
for adults.
The presentation prompted
questions from the audience on
Kerman’s concept of feminism
— “A woman has the right to be
treated as a human being” — and
whether she regretted the television series — she doesn’t. She
also noted that she didn’t think
a strict, biographical approach
would have worked to convey the
problems in the system.
The next season of the Netflix
series will premiere this summer.

SGA Elections: Convocation:
Tickets begin campaign
Two tickets interested in becoming the next Student Government Association (SGA) executive officers
announced their campaigns and began canvassing on Feb. 1. The winning ticket will serve a shortened
term (April to December, 2015) after election reforms were announced for the 2015-16 school year. The
Board of Elections and the Newswire will host a debate between the two tickets at 6 p.m. on Feb. 10 in
Gallagher Student Center. Elections will take place on Feb. 12 and 13, and students can learn more about
each ticket by attending campaigning events and visiting each ticket’s Facebook page.
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es and opportunities.
Graham also acknowledged
the “anxiety” surrounding the
university budget and the near
future. After a looming $8 million shortfall last semester and
with the memory of 51 position
cuts in summer 2013 still fresh,
Graham announced his intent
to request that the University
Planning and Resource Council
(UPRC) suggest a balanced 2016
fiscal year budget that minimizes
personnel cuts, including an option “which does not riff a single
employee.”
Drawing on his experience
interacting with presidents of
other Jesuit institutions who have
struggled in recent years, Graham
also justified the quick rise of innovation as a theme at Xavier.
“It’s not just innovation by
itself as the bright, new, shiny
toy under the Christmas tree,”
Graham said. “What I’m intrigued by is how innovation will
interact with those things that
have been historically close to us
as an institution. I think it’s going to be incredibly impactful for
us organizationally and for our
students.”
No questions were asked after
Graham’s presentation.

Features

Xavier appointed former assistant
coach Christy Pffeffenberger as
head volleyball coach.
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Graham talks university’s future

BY TAYLOR FULKERSON
Managing Editor
President,
Fr.
Michael
Graham, S.J. spoke to faculty,
staff and students on Feb. 2. He
explained the still-developing
Xavier Way initiative, the current
budget issues facing Xavier and
the university’s plan for tackling
the future.
The Xavier Way is an initiative that will be a strategic map,
but not plan (which would focus
on specific initiatives and their
achievement) that guides the university forward for decades to
come.
The Board of Trustees approved the plan late last year,
noting that the most important
measure to strengthen the university is to enhance the sense of
mission and identity as a Jesuit
institution, not the specifics of
how the university proceeds.
The Xavier Way will also
“(sharpen) the educational enterprise” at Xavier through a
tentatively-titled program called
“My Xavier Way,” which will help
students approach advisers about
paying for tuition. The program
will also help students to create
an overall vision of a college career, including classes, experienc-

Need a study break? Check out
this flow chart of which Netflix
series to watch as you relax.
Photo courtesy of womenplayball.com
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TEDxXavierUniversity announces theme

BY ANDREW KOCH

Editor-in-Chief
Technology,
Entertainment
and Design’s (TED) events,
speeches and mantra of exploring “ideas worth spreading” have
proven
themselvespopular
across the
internet.
Students
will soon
be able
to hear
a b o u t
new opportunities and ideas on campus as TEDxXavierUniversity,
an independently organized set
of lectures licensed by TED, announced its theme for this year’s
conference.
The series of talks will focus
on “Hope: A Driving Force into
the Future” and is scheduled for
April 15. While speakers for the
event have not yet been finalized,
TEDxXavierUniversity is looking for professors, entrepreneurs
and other community leaders to
share new innovations in professional fields with the Xavier
community.
Organizers said that the “mil-

lennial” generation feels burdened
by negative rhetoric and low generational expectations. By having
these TEDx talks focus on the
theme of hope, they hope that students will feel more empowered to

affect change.
“Cynicism is easy to come by,
even as college students,” Xavier
Public Relations Student Society
of America Vice President Sean
O’Brien said. “Our potential is seriously undervalued, and we hope
that with this year’s event, we will
be able to motivate both students
and community members alike to
see all that we can accomplish if
only we use hope as a motivator.”
“We want students to be able
to lose cynicism about the future
and realize that they’re what’s
going to drive us forward,”
TEDxXavierUniversity PR CoChair Katerina Rengepes said.

“We need their determination,
their willpower and their strength
to move forward and create a better tomorrow…We possess so
much knowledge of the world and
need to learn how to harness and
use it to
do good
in
the
world.”
TED
first began as a
conference 25
years ago.
HighPhoto courtesy of Xavier.edu p r o f i l e
speakers, such as Bill Gates, Al
Gore and Jane Goodall, speak at
an annual conference each year.
The organization later created the
TEDx program, which allows local organizations to host self-organized TED-like events.
This is the fourth TEDx event
on Xavier’s campus. Last year’s was
themed “Conflict and Violence,”
exploring the causes and effects
of violent actions.
Tickets for the event are
free for students but limited.
TEDxXavierUniversity will release
more information about ticket distribution on its Facebook page.
- Paid Advertisement -
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Journal offers undergrad
research opportunities
BY JESS LARKIN

Copy Editor
The College of Arts and
Sciences presented an opportunity for undergraduate students
to have their research published.
The Xavier University Journal of
Undergraduate Research (XJUR)
is an online-based research journal that allows undergraduate students the rare opportunity to exhibit first-rate research in varying
disciplines.
The journal gives students the
chance to showcase and publish
their work prior to graduation.
The research that is collected and
published by the journal is noted
as work that exemplifies the values that Xavier is built upon. This
research provides a better understanding of the world, humanity
and God and provokes thoughtful consideration upon issues that
Xavier students most ardently
reflect on in the Core curriculum
and the course requirements of
individual departments.
Though the journal is primarily
linked with the arts and sciences,
students from any major may
submit their work for consideration. Students may submit either
research and/or creative works
for deliberation for the journal’s
publication.

The journal is currently looking for members of the 2015
editorial board. First semester seniors and juniors are eligible to apply. No prior editorial experience
is required to be on the board.
Students may apply by Feb. 13.
Dr. Mack Mariani and Dr. Lisa
Ottum are holding two info sessions for students interested in
the journal at 3 p.m. on Feb. 3 in
Gallagher Student Center (GSC)
330, and at 4:30 p.m. Feb. 9 in
GSC 251. Any other questions
about the board or the journal
should be sent to xjur@xavier.edu.
“One thing I’d like to stress is
that XJUR isn’t a ‘science’ thing, nor
is it a ‘humanities’ thing,” Ottum
said. “Students from all majors
should consider applying for EB
and/or submitting their work. It’s
not a ‘seniors’ thing, either: interested sophomores and juniors should
check this opportunity out, too.”
The deadline for submitting
research or creative work is April
24. Students may submit their
work online at xavier.edu/cas/research/. Research papers should
be at least 20 to 30 pages in length
and in MLA format Students that
desire to submit creative work (art,
music, photography, etc.) should
include a written statement about
the piece and its significance.
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XU’s
Habitat
for
Humanity
Club Sports hosts clothing drive takes on major project
Edited by: Lydia Rogers
rogersl2@xavier.edu

BY ERICA LAMPERT

Staff Writer
Xavier Club Sports and the
Office of Residence Life began the
Club Sport’s clothing drive on Jan.
26.
Each late January and early
February since 2012, at the end
of January and the beginning of
February, the club sports program
has collected more than 2,000
clothing items and donated them
to St. Vincent de Paul in Cincinnati
to help give back to the community.
“The main goal of the Club
Sports clothing drive is to bring together more than 600 student athletes to give back to the local community,” Vice President of Club
Sports Council Bryan Walther said.
All across campus there are receptacles for clothing. Most will be
on the first floors of the residence
halls, and anyone who wishes to
donate must make sure to bag the
donations, label the bags with the
residence hall’s name and what
clothing items are within the bag.
Although all clothing is appreciated, Club Sports asks donors not
to include underwear and socks for
this donation.
“We had a St. Vincent de Paul
club at my old high school. I love
the fact that I and several of my fel-

low students can donate there
again to give back to the community,” first-year student
Colleen Cavanagh said.
One of the main questions the club asks is “what
can they do to service and
give back to the community
around them?” A clothing
drive is one of its answers.
“Clothing drives are an
effective way to pool all of
the students together in order to give to the community around Xavier,” Walther
said.
In addition to the clothing drive, Club Sports has
started a canned food drive.
In November it donated 485
cans of food to Bond Hill
Food Pantry, another local
Newswire photo by Sarabeth Cuddihy
organization serving the loClub
Sports
and
the
Office of Residence
cal community.
Life have set out donation bins all around
“We plan on continuing campus that read, “Keep America Beautiful.”
the canned food drive in fufrom the Xavier community. It’s not
ture years and hope to make
it as successful as the clothing too late to donate,” Walther said.
Over the past two years, Xavier
drive,” Walther said.
Club Sports has large amounts Club Sports has donated more than
of clothes already collected and 5,000 clothing items.
“Service is an extremely imporready to donate.
“We are very happy so far with tant part of the program and Club
the drive, and we would always like Sports is very involved in commuas much participation as possible nity service activities,” Walther said.

BY SARRIS BALCERZAK

Staff Writer
Xavier’s Habitat for Humanity
embarks on a groundbreaking
project on Feb. 12. Though the
club is no stranger to house-building, it is the first time since 1999
that Xavier’s Habitat will fully
fund a house-building project
from the ground up.
The group of 350 volunteers
consists of XU, Millcreek Valley
Habitat and Ursuline Academy students and will start the project of
building a new home together at
2129 Garfield in College Hill.
The house will become a
home to a Carmen Barnett and
her wheelchair-confined 5-yearold son. The goal is to have the
house completed by Mother’s
Day 2015.
“The house will be built to accommodate the boy, such as a ramp
plus wider doors and showers,”
Xavier Habitat for Humanity member Katrina Mahlerwein said. “We
are excited that we can be a part of
such an amazing project and can’t
wait to swing the first hammer.”
“Every Habitat family has to
put in 400 hours of ‘sweat’ equity,” XU Habitat board member
Justin Lisena said. “This means

Gallery honors local sustainabily leaders
BY REGINA WRIGHT

Staff Writer
Xavier recently hosted “The
Sustainability Heroes Gallery” to
celebrate influential sustainability
leaders in the Cincinnati area.
On Feb. 2, Kathleen Smythe,
the Senior Administrative Fellow
for Sustainability, sponsored The
Heroes Gallery in Fenwick Place.
The gallery was funded by a
small sustainability grant in support of the Xavier University
President’s Climate Commitment.
It took place from 4 to 5 p.m. and
promoted sustainability values
and vocation.
“The Heroes Gallery tells the
stories of Cincinnati’s sustainability heroes through the eyes
of Xavier students and faculty,”
Smythe said. “I created this exhibit out of twin personal truths.
The first is that I have looked
up to real-life heroes, not mediadriven ones, ever since I was old
enough to understand how my
grandfather spent his retirement
years. I think we all need heroes
we can touch and with whom we
can relate. I also think that the
stories of people’s struggles and
triumphs while following valueled lives are all too rare. We often
get the Reader’s Digest condensed
version of positive action. But
values-driven action happens in a
context of relationships, challenges and interesting choices. It is this
combination of local heroes and
their real stories that makes the
gallery compelling.”
The gallery highlights the life

and values of
local Cincinnati
residents. It focuses on Jim
and
Eileen
Schenk, founders of Image
Earth Center
and
Enright
Ridge Urban
Ecovillage in
Price Hill, who
have worked
for over three
decades
to
build a vital
and
enriching
community in urban
Cincinnati.
Jim
and
Newswire photo by Sarabeth Cuddihy
Eileen worked
Sustainability leaders Jim and Eileen Schenk pose in front of the Heroes Gallery display in Fenwick.
as social workjor Robert Cole took the images is students telling stories about reers and became
very active through the commu- that were displayed in the Gallery. markable for the benefit of other
nity, which allowed them to meet They capture some of the per- students,” Smythe said.
There are nine panels in the
others who had concerns for the sonality and values of Jim and
Eileen Schenk, along with their exhibit, which can be seen in
environment.
Fenwick Place until Fall 2015.
“Meeting other people we work.
Their story is told through
“The Schenks are so inspiraemerged, through our contacts,
in a concern for the environment. the text of the exhibit written by tional to me and to other Xavier
We meet many others that shep- Haley Herchek, a Xavier gradu- students for the work they’ve
herded us down the road that ate. The design of the exhibit done in the Cincinnati community
became our life’s work,” Eileen is by senior Katie Hautman, a and their commitment to sustaingraphic design major under the ability,” first-year Meghan Schick
Schenk said.
“Jim and Eileen Schenk have direction of professor Jonathan student said. “Going to the galbeen leaders in living sustainably Gibson, with Sarah Dulle and lery, I got to personally talk to
them and I felt connected to Mr.
for decades and it is a pleasure to Abbie Kinnett.
“One of the best parts about Schenk when he talked about lovcelebrate their contributions to
the exhibit is the fact that it is ing the Earth. It’s obvious that he
our community,” Smythe said.
The gallery was written and student-written, student-photo- loves the Earth and his family as
designed by students. Art ma- graphed and student-designed. It well.”

they are helping build their own
house or even helping Habitat
build a house for another family. The sweat equity really allows
the family to feel like the house is
their own since they help at every
part of the process.”
Beyond extensive volunteer
work, the organization donates
$16,000 to Habitat for Humanity
to pay for materials. To fundraise for the sum, Xavier students
participate in a Rake-a-thon and
Mulch Madness.
“In the fall we have Rake-aThon where we offer to rake and
bag the leaves at peoples’ houses
in exchange for a donation to
habitat for humanity. In the spring
we do Mulch Madness where we
spread mulch at peoples’ houses,
again in exchange for a donation,”
club member Brian Fallon said.
“These might seem like boring
fundraisers, but they are always a
blast. We get to meet great people around Cincinnati and get to
know our fellow club members
better as well.”
Habitat for Humanity’s encouragement of service learning
correlates with Xavier’s Jesuite
tradition of creating men and woment for others.

Join us for
the SGA
Election
Debate

AFJ vs. JMJ
6 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 10
Gallagher Student
Center Atrium
Tweet questions to the
Board of Elections:
@XavierBofE
Co-sponsored by the
Newswire
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Students and faculty gather to listen to Dr. Norman Finkelstein read the poetry of Harvey Shapiro at a Mermaid Tavern gathering in the fall. The group recently met for a round of Book Jeopardy.

BY JUSTIN WORTHING

Staff Writer
Four professors from Xavier’s
English Department are trying to
create a more tight-knit community of English majors and minors
through the informal Mermaid
Tavern club.
The club, which meets every
other Friday at 4:30 p.m. in Hinkle
201, provides a space for students
and faculty to discuss books, practice creative writing and enjoy literature-themed games.
Dr. Niamh O’Leary, Dr.
Jennifer McFarlane-Harris, Dr.

Lisa Ottum and Dr. Kristen Renzi
supervise the program this semester and are using student suggestions to guide the program’s
direction.
“A lot of the topics that we’ve
come up with for this semester
came out of taking a survey of
our loyal crew from last semester,”
O’Leary said. “They wanted to do
more game-like events, creative
writing and they were also hoping
for some tips and tricks to excel in
your English classes. So we have
a bunch of different versions of
those planned this semester.”

During their recent meeting,
students and faculty played Book
Jeopardy, which was designed by
the four professors.
Categories included villains,
romantic leads, famous first liners and banned books. Students
and faculty separated into two
teams and competed for prizes.
Dr. Yandell and Dr. Getz also
participated.
“It was a lot of fun,” O’Leary
said. “The prizes included fake
moustaches and other kinds of
excellent dollar-store finds.”
Next month, Mermaid Tavern

will create a March Madness
bracket for literary characters,
and members will debate on
each character to determine who
will emerge successful in the
tournament.
Previous Mermaid Tavern
events include reading award-winning modern literature and writing
a hyperbolized history of the club,
which originally began in 1931 at
Xavier but was discontinued for
some time.
The professors plan to create other games and activities for
the Mermaid Tavern in the future

- Paid Advertisement -

Police
Notes
Jan. 26, 3:54 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati
Police with a vehicle that
crashed into a telephone pole
at Dana Avenue in front of
the Admissions Lot.
Jan. 26, 12:22 p.m.
– Xavier Police assisted
Cincinnati Police with the apprehension of two armed juveniles who fled through the
Village Apartments and into
the woods after Cincinnati
Police attempted to stop
them on Dana Avenue.
The juveniles were possible
suspects in a shooting on
Montgomery Road earlier
that day.
Jan. 26, 11:03 p.m. – A
student who tampered with a
residence hall entryway camera was cited with criminal
mischief.
Jan. 27, 12:48 p.m.
– Xavier Police assisted

Cincinnati Police with an accident on Herald Avenue at the
end of the Academic Mall after
a vehicle crashed into a parking
meter.
Jan. 27, 5:34 p.m. – Two juveniles in a vehicle behind the
McGrath Health and Wellness
Center were released to parents
and advised to stay off campus.
Jan. 28, 8:52 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a holdup alarm at the
Checksmart in Norwood. It was
a false alarm.
Jan. 29, 10:03 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Residence Life
with a room search in Kuhlman
Hall. A small amount of drug
paraphernalia was confiscated
and Residence Life will follow
up.
Jan. 30, 12:19 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Physical Plant
with two students stuck in an

Walk to Campus from
your Spencer Ave apt!

elevator in Fenwick Place.

for drug abuse.

Jan. 30, 2:14 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a large fight in progress at
University Station, which broke
up upon police arrival.

Jan. 31, 11:35 p.m. –
Residence Life reported a bulletin board may have been set
on fire in Kuhlman Hall. An
investigation is pending.

Jan. 30, 5:35 a.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati
Police and Norwood Police
with a foot pursuit of a wanted
person in the 2100 block of
Dana Avenue. The individual
was taken into custody.

Feb. 2, 4:30 a.m. – A student who lost a wallet, which
was turned into Xavier Police,
was cited for possession of a
fictitious ID.

Jan. 30, 6:07 p.m. – A student and visitor smoking marijuana in a vehicle in the R-2 Lot
were cited for drug abuse.
Jan. 31, 12:19 a.m. – A student reported that his or her
vehicle was struck in the Village
Lot. The suspect fled the scene.
Jan. 31, 10:31 p.m. – Two
students smoking marijuana on
Ledgewood Drive were cited

since they want the club to be primarily an informal social organization and not a creative writing
workshop or publication.
“People have wondered if
we’re a creative writing group and
we’re not,” O’Leary said.
“We have done creative workshops, and we will continue to
offer those, but the Athenaeum
is really the home of the studentrun creative writing endeavors
here on campus,” O’Leary said.
Although the club is designed
mostly for English majors and minors, anyone is welcome to attend.

Note of the

Week

•3 Bedroom
•3 students $425.00 per
student.
•4 students $375.00 per
student.
•1 Bedroom max 2 students $610.00
•Contact: 513-658-2255

Connect with us:

Find us online:
xaviernewswire.com

Find us on
social media:

Laser Tag
Jan. 31, 12:08 a.m. – A
student reported that a laser
device was pointed at him or
her from a room in Buenger
Hall as he or she walked down
the Residential Mall. The occupants of the room were
contacted and Residence Life
will handle the matter.

Xavier Newswire

@xaviernewswire
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Xavier addresses ‘Interview’ controversy
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Óscar Romero
named martyr

Photo courtesy of imdb.com

James Franco, left, and Seth Rogen, right, star in “The Interview.” They play two journalists instructed to kill Kim Jong-un.

BY MADDIE DAY

Staff Writer
A special event was held in the
Honors Lounge in the Conaton
Learning Commons to discuss
the controversy surrounding the
release of “The Interview” and
its political implications.
Dr. Hwisang Cho, an assistant
professor of History with expertise in East Asian languages and
cultures, and Dr. Mack Mariani,
chair and associate professor of
the Political Science Department,
led the discussion, which was held
on Jan. 22.
“The conversation was enthusiastic and interesting, as the issue
generated a great deal of discussion about a wide range of issues,
including free speech, privacy and
internet security and foreign policy,” Mariani said.
The event was designed to

further discuss the implications
of “The Interview” with diverse
perspectives beyond those represented by popular media.
“The Interview,” a comedy directed by Seth Rogen and Evan
Goldberg, stars Rogen and James
Franco.
Rogen and Franco play two
journalists who schedule an interview with North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un. The two then are
ordered to assassinate Kim upon
meeting him.
In June 2014, the North
Korean government made serious
threats against the United States as
a result of the film’s production.
North Korean leaders demanded that Colombia Pictures,
the film’s distributor, cancel its
release.
As a result, writers and produces of “The Interview” reportedly

edited the film in hopes of making it more acceptable to North
Korean government leadership.
Then, in November 2014,
the computer systems of Sony
Pictures Entertainment, the
parent company of Columbia
Pictures, were hacked by a group
believed to have ties to the North
Korean government.
The hackers released significant internal information that was
considered otherwise private and
demanded that Sony cancel the release of “The Interview.”
Sony opted to release the film
for online rental and purchase. It
was also released at a limited number of theaters on Christmas Day.
Light refreshments followed
the informal discussion about
the controversial film. About 15
students and six faculty members
participated in the event.

Photo courtesy of bbc.com

Archbishop Oscar Romero, above, was recently named a martyr by Pope Francis.

BY MEREDITH FRANCIS

Campus News Editor
Pope Francis recently named
Archbishop Óscar Romero an officially recognized martyr of the
Catholic Church.
Romero, who was Archbishop
of San Salvador from 1977 to
1980, was shot on March 24, 1980,
while celebrating Mass.
Romero was a vocal critic of
the military regime in El Salvador
during the country’s civil war. He
advocated for the poor and spoke
out against political violence.
The recognition of his martyrdom puts Romero one step closer
to beatification, which is the last
step before sainthood.
Romero’s martyrdom was
previously held up because the

- United States and World News -

News in Brief

Catholic Church requires that a
martyr be killed out of “hatred
for faith.” In Romero’s case, it
was not clear if this is why he was
killed.
In 1997, Pope John Paul II
gave Romero the title, “Servant
of God.” When Pope Francis was
elected in 2013, he removed some
of the restrictions on Romero’s
case, providing a clearer path for
Romero’s sainthood. Francis referred to Romero as a “man of
God.”
To be considered a saint, two
miracles need to be attributed to
Romero. The first miracle would
allow him beatification, and the
second would allow him sainthood, though many have bypassed
the first miracle for beatification.

Nigeria continues to fight Boko Haram

BY MEREDITH FRANCIS
Campus News Editor

President Obama announces $4 trillion budget
President Barack Obama unveiled his $4 trillion budget, which
will be sent to Congress for negotiations. The budget focuses
on helping poor and middle-class families, proposing an overall
tax hike on large corporations and the wealthiest Americans in
order to pay for those programs. The budget is expected to face
opposition from the Republican-held Congress.

French soldiers attacked outside Jewish center
A man armed with a knife attacked three French soldiers outside
a Jewish community center in Nice, France, on Jan. 3. Two of
the soldiers were wounded. Though the motive of the attacker
is not known, France continues to be on high alert following the
terrorist attacks on Charlie Hebdo and outside a kosher supermarket in early January that left 17 dead.

ISIS video shows murder of Jordanian pilot

ISIS released another video that purportedly shows a Jordanian
pilot being burned alive. Lt. Muath al-Kasasbeh was captured
by ISIS militants after a bombing mission in Syria when he was
forced to eject from his aircraft. This is the second murder in a
week by ISIS following last week’s beheading of Japanese journalist Kenji Goto. ISIS had demanded in previous weeks that
one of its own fighters being held in Jordan be released before
it released Kasasbeh and Goto.

Measles outbreak continues across U.S.

An outbreak of measles has now spread across 14 states, with
102 confirmed cases. Measles, which is a highly contagious respiratory virus that also results in a rash, can spread through coughing or sneezing. Because there is a vaccine for the disease, the
recent outbreak has sparked debate on vaccines, as some parents
elect not to vaccinate their children for fear of certain side effects. The outbreak is believed to have originated at Disneyland
in California. Roughly 90 of the cases are in California.

Photo courtesy of npr.org

A group of volunteer fighters, hunters and vigilantes gathers to join the fight against Boko Haram militants in Nigeria.

BY RICHARD MEYER
Copy Editor

The Nigerian Islamic militant
group Boko Haram attempted to
take control of Borno’s capital
city on Feb. 1.
Boko Haram translates as
“Western education is forbidden,”
and the group was founded in
2002, originally meant to oppose
any form of Western education.
The extremist group formed a
military in 2009 in an attempt
to become an Islamic State. The
United States declared it a terrorist group in 2013.
The attack marked the second
time in one week that the militant
group has attempted to take the

city.
The Nigerian army successfully
fought off an attack from Boko
Haram on Jan. 25, but the group
of extremists was able to capture
the military base in the nearby
town of Monguno. Monguno had
served as the first line of defense
in attempting to prevent the capture of Maiduguri.
The battle began around 3 a.m.
on Feb. 1 when the militants attempted a crusade on the city of
Maiduguri but were met at the
edge of the town by government
and citizen troops who subdued
them.
Hundreds of vigilante citizens
and Nigerian soldiers banded

together to halt the attack. The
Nigerian military also launched
airstrikes at the militant army.
The citizens “sacrificed their
lives and moved to front lines to
support our gallant armed forces
in a patriotic battle to defend the
soul of Borno State and its people
from being seized by determined
insurgents,” Borno Governor
Kashim Shettima said.
“I am confident that as a people, we can overcome the threat
of insurgents whose desire is to
send us, our families and communities into extinction,” Shettima
said. “Borno is our land, we cannot and we must not allow anyone
to push us out of our land.”
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Xavier announces new volleyball coach
BY ADAM TORTELLI
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

The newest addition to Xavier’s
list of prestigious head coaches received the most important phone
call of her brief coaching career
this past week.
Just nine days after the resignation of former head coach Mike
Johnson, athletic director Gregg
Christopher promoted associate
head coach Christy Pfeffenberger
to head coach of the women’s volleyball team.
Pfeffenberger, a former student-athlete at the University of
Dayton from 2000 to 2004, accepted the promotion after a full
decade of serving as an assistant.
After graduation, Pfeffenberger
became an immediate assistant for
the Flyers the following season.
Pfeffenberger then spent
the next two seasons assisting
Youngstown State and an additional two at Xavier before she
earned the honor of associate
head coach in 2010.
Despite being given an increased role, the budding coaching prospect took another assistant position at the University of
Notre Dame for the next three
seasons, from 2011 to 2014.
Pfeffenberger returned to
Xavier this past season to reclaim
her role as associate head coach.
Amid her three-year stint with
the Irish, Pfeffenberger received
her second “Thirty under 30”
distinction from the American
Volleyball Coaches Association
(AVCA).
The award recognizes the top
30 coaches under 30 years of age
at any level of the game—a reward that she also earned in 2009
as a Musketeer assistant.

Pfeffenberger’s presence has
become known for producing
some of the best performers in
the entire country.
She served as a special mentor to two Irish players who were
named AVCA All-Americans and
also played a large part in Notre
Dame landing a top-25 recruiting
class.
Bringing in and producing
premier talent will certainly be an
expectation left to fill after seeing
eight AVCA All-Americans make
their home in the Cintas Center
under the previous regime.
A somewhat surprising resignation by former head coach Mike
Johnson came on Jan. 20 when he
announced he will be leaving to
become an associate head coach
at the University of Notre Dame.
This move reunites Johnson
with new Irish head coach Jim
McLaughlin under whom he
worked at the University of
Washington in the 2004 season.
Over the last five seasons,
Johnson’s squads have averaged
over 20 wins per season (12 of
which came in conference play
alone).
This past season (19-11) was
his only campaign to render less
than 20 wins and a conference
finish outside the top two. He cemented a legacy with three straight
A-10 championships before moving to the Big East.
Pfeffenberger is now the 10th
head coach in program history.
She faces a tough challenge in
taking the reigns of a successful
volleyball team and keeping progress on the right track.
As the season approaches,
Pfeffenberger will look to get to
know her team.

Women’s team picks up key road win
Christy Pfeffenberger was announced as the new head coach for the women’s volleyball team.

BY RYAN O’TOOLE
Staff Writer

Coming off tough home losses to Villanova and Butler, the
Xavier women’s basketball team
headed to Creighton to try to gain
some ground back in the Big East
standings.
The game featured each team
jockeying for the lead, gaining
ground and relinquishing it just as
quickly.
The Bluejays combined clutch
shooting with crafty play to fend
off the Musketeers.
Each time Xavier made a run,
Creighton found a way to turn the
contest back in its favor.
After opening the game on an
11-2 tear, Xavier responded with
a run of its own, shooting six of
seven during the span.
Creighton came right back
with a 22-5 run, and even when
Xavier took a lead with 6 minutes
remaining, the Bluejays kept their
cool and put the game away.
They made four of five field
goals and four of four free throws

in crunch time to make sure the
Musketeers never got too close.
Creighton would go on to win the
game, 74-65.
Sophomore forward Brianna
Rollerson was huge for the Jays,
scoring 22 points on an efficient
9-of-14 shooting night.
Xavier did not have an answer
for Rollerson, who dominated in
the post.
The Muskies walked out of the
game in desperate need of a victory with a 4-6 conference record.
Xavier then traveled to
Providence, R.I. to face the
Providence Friars.
Led by the 3-point shooting of
freshman guard Erica Dawson,
the Musketeers kept things close
the entire contest in front of the
Friar’s strong home crowd.
With the game knotted at 53 in
the second half, Xavier took off
on a 12-0 run.
Senior guard Maleeka Kynard
scored 8 points in the run, showing why she was sought out by
Xavier recruiters and scouts.

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

Junior guard Jenna Crittendon is one of the leaders for the Musketeers.

“She’s a versatile playmaker on
offense and on the other end, she’s
a pressure defender who (raises)
our level dramatically,” head coach
Brian Neal said of Kynard.
Her pressure flustered the
Friars, causing them to lose their
composure and eventually fall out
of the game.
The Musketeers came away
with a crucial 68-57 home victory
and a chance at keeping their tourney hopes alive.
As the season progresses, leaders continue to emerge on the
court for the Musketeers.
Kynard continues to be a dominating presence always capable of
making a big play.
Junior guard Jenna Crittendon
has also shown her experience
in being a vocal leader for the
Musketeers.
The Ohio State transfer did not
waste time proving to Musketeer
fans that she is the real deal.
Xavier will next host Marquette
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 6 at Cintas
Center.
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Men capture first conference road win

BY BRENT RAINES

Staff Writer
Xavier men’s basketball could
not sustain its brief road success
as the Musketeers fell to the Seton
Hall Pirates 90-82 in a high-scoring, foul-plagued affair on Jan. 31
in South Orange, N.J.
The loss knocked the Muskies
to 14-8 overall and 5-5 in conference play, leaving them tied with
DePaul for sixth in the standings.
Just four days after picking up
its first conference road win and

a season sweep of 25th-ranked
Georgetown, Xavier entered the
Prudential Center with a chance
to do the same against the reeling
Pirates (15-6, 5-4) who have lost
three straight and have won only
one of their last five.
Xavier beat No. 19 Seton Hall
69-58 on Jan. 7 in th Cintas Center.
After a slow start, a jumper by
junior forward James Farr gave
the Muskies their largest lead at
31-24 with 4:43 left in the first
half. That lead was not sustained

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

through the end of the half, and
Seton Hall entered the break with
a 38-37 lead.
The second half was a backand-forth affair, with eight lead
changes between the two teams.
Xavier held its last lead at the 4:21
mark, when a Remy Abell jumper
gave the Muskies a 75-73 lead.
A nine-point Seton Hall run
put the Pirates, whose 90 points
were a season-high, up for good.
Starting in just his fourth game,
New Jersey native Myles Davis led
the starters with 12 points after
scoring 19 points and starring in
the win over Georgetown.
Efficiency was a problem for
Davis, who shot 3-12 from the
field and went 0-7 from behind
the arc. The whole team combined
for just 1-19 from the 3-point line.
Coming off of the bench,
freshman forward Trevon Blueitt
led Xavier in scoring with 19
points while sophomore forward
Jalen Reynolds scored 17 points
and grabbed a team-high eight rebounds in just 15 minutes.
On the other side, Seton Hall
got a spark from the return of
highly-touted freshman guard
Isaiah Whitehead, who had missed
the last nine games with a stressfracture in his foot.
Junior guard Sterling Gibbs
and Whitehead led the Pirates in
scoring with 22 and 19 points.
The game was especially physical and six technical fouls were
picked up by the two teams.
Reynolds and freshman guard
J.P. Macura earned their technical
fouls for skirmishes in the first
half while Myles Davis picked one
up in the second half.
Xavier’s defense has seen improvement in recent games. More
effective play on defense has led to

Newswire photo by Adam Spegele

Sophomore guard Myles Davis celebrates after hitting a 3-point shot.

more forced turnovers and stops
that lead to transition scores.
Offensively, things are starting
to get back on track.
Moving the ball through
redshirt senior center Matt
Stainbrook in the low post opens
new scoring oppotunities as he
draws the double team and dishes
the ball outside for open shots.
As players like Myles Davis
and Bluiett step up, it takes some
important responsibility from the
senior leaders.
Senior point guard Dee Davis

and Stainbrook are able to be
more role players rather than players who need to always step forward and take control.
For their efforts in both games
last week, Myles Davis earned his
third appearance on the Big East
Weekly Honor Roll while Blueitt
was named Big East Rookie of
the Week for the second time.
Xavier returns to Cintas Center
on Feb. 4 with a matchup against
the Creighton Bluejays. The game
tips off at 9 p.m. and will be
broadcast on Fox Sports 1.

Women’s tennis season underway
Transfer Remy Abell has been a playmaker for the Musketeers all year.

BY ANDREW UTZ
Staff Writer

The women’s tennis team
completed four matches in the
past two weeks, opening its season with a 2-2 record.
The Musketeers began the
season with a 7-0 sweep over
Morehead State at the Eastern
Hills Indoor Tennis Club.
The indoor facility is the home
court of the tennis team during
the winter season.
Senior
captain
Lizzie
Oosterbaan won both in her singles competition and with teammate Amina Ismail in doubles.
Senior Daniella Patton and freshman Lauren Ghidotti also won
in their doubles match with a 6-1
victory.
Both women made their marks
in their own singles matches. The
final pairing for the Musketeers,
sophomores Sydney Liggins and
Alex Brinker, did not finish its
match, but both won in its singles
games.
On the road at Eastern
Kentucky University, the women’s
team managed a 4-3 victory over

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Sophomore Sydney Liggins returns a serve in a match earlier this season, Xavier has started the year 2-2.

the Colonels. The Musketeers
and Eastern Kentucky split the
singles matches evenly with three
victories each. Ismail secured her
match with scores of 6-4 and 7-5.
Ghidotti and Patton defeated
their singles opponents as well,
displaying the strength of the un-

derclassmen on the team. In the
doubles matches, Xavier went
undefeated against the Colonels,
making their record 2-0.
Over the weekend, the Muskies
competed in two matches against
ranked opponents. The first was
against No. 52 Indiana, which re-

sulted in a 6-1 loss. Liggins was
the only Musketeer to add points
to the Xavier side, while the
Hoosiers dominated in their other
matches. Xavier’s record fell to
2-1 while Indiana continued a 4-0
run in its season.
Following their Jan. 31 loss,

the Muskies moved on to a match
against No. 64 Louisville.
The Cardinals had only one loss
before meeting the Musketeers
and proved to be too much to
handle.
The Musketeers managed to
pull out two victories in the match,
sweeping the doubles matches for
a point and getting a point in one
of the singles matches.
Sophomore Christina Di
Lorenzo got the victory in a threeset match over the Cardinal’s
Chloe Willetts.
Next the women take on Ball
State on Feb. 6 at home. Xavier
heads to Oxford to take on Miami
University for the next match. Big
East play begins on Valentine’s
Day when the team heads to
DePaul.
The Blue Devils are ranked
47th in the nation according to
the ITA. No other Big East team
is ranked in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association top 100 teams.
DePaul has a 3-2 record so far
this season, but have two matches to play before taking on the
Muskies.
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Non-profit management

The need for a new major

Xavier University is a private, Jesuit college in the management necessitates specialized knowledge,
Midwest. These descriptors imply several things.
such as non-profit tax codes and state regulations
“Private” means that the government doesn’t that are required in order to maintain a non-profit
have tight control over where Xavier spends its status.
money. “University” implies tuition funds, room and
These skills would be attainable for students withboard funds, private investor capital
in the major, and the possibility of
and alumni donations. Jesuit rings
this type of study would be right in
“While sports
of one thing: a tradition of service, management, corporate conjunction with our university’s
emphasizing the idea of being “for
mission: “Driven by our commitfinance or small- business ment to the common good and to
and with others.”
If these descriptors are true, one
the education of the whole person,
entrepreneurship are
would think that Xavier academics attractive and viable for the Xavier community challenges
would have a heavy focus on service
and supports students as they cultiand that the university would have many business students, vate lives of reflection, compassion
the money to fund this focus.
non-profits need well- and informed action.”
In many respects, this is true.
When the Williams College of
educated, dedicated
The university is involved in many
Business reevaluates its policies, it
service initiatives, has instilled a lan- people in management should seriously consider the inguage of bettering the community
clusion of this major. While sports
positions.”
within the goals of the institution
management, corporate finance or
Maxwell Bruns
and its academic focus is holistic in
small-business
entrepreneurship
nature.
are attractive and viable for many business students,
All of this presents the question: Why do we not non-profits need well-educated, dedicated people in
have a non-profit management major at the Williams management positions.
College of Business?
Non-profit management, a relatively new concept
We have an entrepreneurial studies major and a for many universities, should be a token of our busimanagement major. At a university with more than ness school because of the need by all charitable or6,000 students with over 15 religious affiliations ganizations to have people behind the scenes making
represented, an in-house Jesuit residence and sev- sure they run efficiently.
eral positions on campus that require management
but don’t take in a profit — including the university
administration — one would think that at least one
student would be interested in this major.
Besides the university itself, students interested in
business are missing out on the opportunity to manage many businesses that they may not even think of
as being “non-profit.” There are obvious organizations, such as the Red Cross, GoodWill or Habitat
for Humanity, but some businesses like the YMCA
are less obviously non-profit. The YMCA is an organization that affected many people when they were
younger, and any student at Xavier who would want
to pursue managerial work there as an adult may not
be well qualified because we don’t have the major to
develop the necessary knowledge and skills.
Even with the emphasis on career counseling and
the surplus of resources provided to business majors through the career development office and the
College of Business itself, students who are interMaxwell Bruns is a first-year Honors Bacehlor of Arts
ested in non-profit careers have no opportunity to
be trained in this type of management. Non-profit major from Cincinnati.

Write to us:
The Xavier Newswire is committed to
publishing opposing viewpoints and opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue on
campus among students, faculty and staff.
The Newswire accepts Letters to the Editor
on a weekly basis. Comments can be submitted online during the week. Please contact
us if you have opinions and wish to write on
a regular basis or a sense of humor and like
to draw. Find us online at xaviernewswire.com.

Newswire cartoon by Digba “Digs” Coker

First Amendment to the United States’ Constitution

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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Bystander intervention at Xavier

According to the Bureau of
Justice, 80 percent of “rape and
sexual assault victimizations of
students” age 18 through 24 go
unreported to the police.
It is widely acknowledged that
sex-related crimes are occurring
on college campuses across the
nation, but they also occur within
our own community. Despite the
recent steps that Xavier has taken
to improve and refine the reporting system, there remains an unacceptable number of sexual assault,
discrimination and harassment incidents in the Xavier community.
Students were asked in a “climate survey” conducted on campus if “the university takes complaints of sex discrimination and
sexual harassment seriously and
responds effectively.” In spring
2013, a shocking 40 percent of
student respondents replied no,
and 26 percent replied negatively
in spring 2014.
Data shows that students are
aware of the reporting practices
and the progress that is being
made in handling sexual assault.
However, the low survey responses and stigma surrounding discussion of sexual crimes show that

students are still at risk.
As students, we have a right
to feel safe in our community,
whether that is on campus or in
our surrounding residences. While
this is partly the job of the administration, responsibility also lies in
students’ hands to stand up for
each other and create a culture
of zero tolerance for all sexual
crimes.
For this reason, I want to garner awareness and support to
reduce the prevalence of sex-related crimes and get a Bystander
Intervention Program instituted
at Xavier.
Bystander intervention programs are those that educate all
members of a community (such
as a college campus) to be involved in the prevention and
confrontation of sexual violence
and harassment. Having a bystander intervention culture calls
everyone to be ready and willing
to intervene in instances where
inappropriate behaviors, words
or actions are putting someone at
risk. It can be as simple as telling
your friend to lay off someone at
a party or intervening before an
intoxicated roommate goes home

with a stranger.
There is an undeniable need
for such a program at Xavier, as
is evidenced by the Spring 2014
Climate Survey.
In response to the question,
“Do you have any suggestions
on how the university can better

A young mother named
Emma* took her twin sons Jacob
and Danny for their regular checkup and to get their shots. Shortly
after, Jacob broke out with a high
temperature and a rash. His developmental progress slowed, and,
less than a year later, he was diagnosed with autism. This diagnosis
seemed to come out of nowhere,
since no one else in their extended
family had been diagnosed before.
For some parents, there would be
only one logical explanation for
the diagnosis: it was caused by
vaccines.
This was not the case with
Jacob.
Parents naturally fear for their
kids. They want to protect them
and love them and make sure
they grow up safe and sound. Any
change in their child must have
some cause, which they could
have prevented.
Sadly, some parents have taken
up the belief that vaccines are the
cause of their childrens’ autism.
There is no scientific backing for
this theory, as there is no consistent correlation between the two.

There is a correlation between
parents’ ages, infections during
pregnancy and even organic food
sales, but no correlation between
autism and vaccines, other than a
few studies that suggest vaccines
can actually reduce instances of
autism by reducing maternal fevers during pregnancy.
With a background in science,
Emma started noticing signs of
autism a couple months before
the checkup. She had noticed several odd behaviors, from how he
acted when playing pattycake to
how he was easily overstimulated.
Also, once she learned more about
autism, she realized that even
though no one in her family had
been diagnosed with the disorder,
many people in her family lie on
the spectrum. She doesn’t see her
son as someone with some debilitating illness or problem, just
a loving kid with a different trait.
Parents who try to find some
reason or object to blame for
the autism diagnosis are not bad
parents. They are simply trying
to find some explanation outside
themselves for what happened.

Influenced by the just-world fallacy that there could be some fault
for which they are being punished,
their fear drives them away from
vaccines.
The problem is, vaccines don’t
just protect those who get them,

“Being an
intervening
bystander
is simply
agreeing that
sex-related
crimes are not
okay.”
Meredith Beamer
educate students about sex discrimination, harassment or rights
under Title IX?” 45 percent of
student respondents answered
that they wanted more education
for students.
This sort of education teaches

students about consent, the responsibility of being an intervener and how to effectively protect
themselves, their friends and their
classmates.
Being an intervening bystander
is simply agreeing that sex-related crimes are not okay. Through
making a pact to intervene in
situations that seem dangerous,
uncomfortable or inappropriate,
we can work to prevent sexual assault, discrimination and harassment in our community.
Many of us have heard the
line, “be men and women for and
with others,” but how often is
that mocked on campus? Xavier’s
Ignatian heritage teaches us that
our values depend on communal action. In order to uphold
our university’s beliefs, we must
become educated allies to help
those in our community who are
most vulnerable. Programs like
bystander intervention would allow the Xavier community to live
out its stated mission and help
students to walk in solidarity with
survivors of harassment, discrimination and sexual assault.
Now is the time for the voices
of students to rally together to

stand with our survivors. As our
vice president Joe Biden said,
“Freedom from sexual assault is a
basic human right.”
Students and the administration need to work together to
form a culture of comradery and
zero tolerance. It is time to stop
talking about our values and start
living them. It is time to act.

in Disneyland. So far, there have
been at least 85 confirmed cases
of the disease, which was thought
to have been eradicated within the
U.S. Now children, cancer patients
and those with allergies are all in
danger because some parents
were afraid of autism.
While it’s natural to search for
a cause of autism, there is nothing to be afraid of in autism.
Autism is not a death sentence
or even something one suffers
from. It is a character trait just like
Seasonal Affectiveness Disorder
or Misophonia. Measles, on the
other hand, is an easily preventable disease that can have serious
health repercussions.
Jacob is a loving kid whose autism doesn’t define him any more
than his love of owls, fire trucks
and wheels. If you could spend a
day with him, you would not be
able to say that autism is the scary,
horrible thing that it is often made
out to be.
I know because he is my nephew, and I treasure every second
that I am able to spend with him.
Autism has been made into some-

thing frightening that robs someone of their humanity, instead of
just an interesting quirk that can
be treated with timely therapy. I
would be proud to have a kid like
Jacob, and I know that his mother
and father are more proud than I
ever could be.
*The names in this article have been
changed to protect privacy.

Meredith Beamer is a junior social
work major from Brighton, Mich.

Vaccines and the fear of autism
“While it’s natural
to search for a
cause of autism,
there is nothing
to be afraid of in
autism.”
James Neyer
they protect everyone else as well.
Some people cannot get vaccines
due to allergies, cancer treatments
or age, and they need other people
to get vaccinated to protect them.
For example, take the recent
measles outbreak that occurred

James Neyer is a junior Honors
Bachelor of Arts major from Cincinnati.
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‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ delivers an emotional wallop
By Griff Bludworth

Staff Columnist

The best plays are the ones in
which the stakes are always high,
the circumstances always immediate and the audience always tense.
Plays like these make people
feel a lot while watching and think
after leaving.
This ideology pervades the
Know Theatre’s production of
“The Handmaid’s Tale,” an adaptation of 1985 dystopian novel by
Margaret Atwood, which hits the
audience with an emotional and
intellectual one-two punch in the
best way.
“The Handmaid’s Tale” tells
the story of Offred, a handmaid
in the Republic of Gilead. Military
insurgents have overthrown the
U.S. government and instituted
a Christian theocracy in which
women are valued only for their
child-bearing capabilities.
Offred has been separated
from her family and forced into
reproductive servitude. The play
tells of her struggles to survive,
stay true to the family she will likely never see again and, just maybe,
escape.
Joe Stollenwerk has adapted
Offred’s story for the stage as a
one-woman show.
The show runs two and a half

hours, and Corinne Mohlenhoff,
who plays Offred, does not leave
the stage except for intermission.
Mohlenhoff ’s stamina and energy are incredible, even when the
script is not.
Stollenwerk’s adaptation is,
at times, a compelling character
piece, but at others too narrative,
leaving the audience to feel as if it
has been told something it ought
to have been shown.
Mohlenhoff does not allow
this to get in the way of Offred’s
burning need to tell her story.
Mohlenoff ’s Offred feels tense,
despondent, hopeful and conflicted at all times, never losing a sense
of what was at stake. In addition,
the voices she uses to distinguish
the cast of characters in her tale
are not only consistent and distinct, but reflect as much about
the narrator as they do the characters she is imitating.
The set and lights, both designed by Andrew J. Hungerford,
work in tandem to create a pervasive atmosphere and illustrate scenic diversity.
The set is simple: a single, gray
cell with a bed, a fractured floor
and windows at the top of the
wall. Hungerford designed his
light to complement this deliberate monotony, shining in per-

fect approximations of sunlight
through the high windows, distinguishing times of day and adding
to the feeling that freedom was
just out of reach. Additional area
lighting switches frequently to distinguish between locales without
a change of set, and harsh fluorescents underscore some of the
starker settings, such as a doctor’s
office.
Sound cues, designed by Doug
Borntrager, serve to punctuate
specific moment’s in Offred’s tale
and add a sense of immediacy to
her narrative.
The lone costume, too, designed by Noelle Wedig, served
to immerse the audience in the
repressive culture of the Republic
of Gilead.
All the elements of “The
Handmaid’s Tale,” from acting to
direction to set, weave together
to create a sense of immediacy
which, despite an inconsistent
script, captures the audience and
makes real the disturbing implications of Atwood’s dystopian
story. “The Handmaid’s Tale”
runs through Feb. 20 and has free
shows every Wednesday.

Newswire Rating:
Photo courtesy of citybeat.com

Mohlenhoff’s multi-faceted portrayal of Offred both intrigues and entertains.

Student
art
exhibition
Comedy thrives at Go Bananas
By Liz Slocum

By Grant Vance

Staff Writer

fortable nature of visiting wild
wolves in an isolated backyard in
Indiana.
Go Bananas Comedy Club
Though this is Stone’s first
welcomed back Cincinnati naalbum, he has been practicing
tive Alex Stone this past weekstand-up
since
end, Jan. 29-31,
2005.
in honor of his
He’s come a
debut album to be
long way since
released later this
competing in Go
year.
Banana’s annual
Making the trip
“Funniest Person
back home from
in
Cincinnati”
his current resievent, making apdency in Chicago,
pearances at sevStone was weleral well-regarded
comed with open
comedy festivals,
arms and plenty
as well as being
of laughs for his
selected as one
hour long standof 100 comics to
up set, accompaappear on NBC’s
nied by feature act
“Last Comic
Laura Sanders and
Standing.”
host Josh O’Neill,
Stone’s charm
a Xavier junior.
and personal anStone’s comecdotes are not
edy succeeds in
only a joy to be
blending relata part of, but
able,
observaalso an exciting
tional storytelling
glimpse into what
with sporadic, authe strong updience-acknowland-comer has
edging improviin store for his
sation, creating
career.
a
comfortable
Photo courtesy of citybeat.com
Expect
his
comedic atmoAlex Stone’s brashy comedic style was warmly appreciated in Cincinnati.
new comedy alsphere within the
After charismatically segue- bum, still untitled (though a couconfines of his album recording
ing away from the ketchup stain, ple of potential titles were thrown
self-awareness.
Stone may have the appearance Stone went on to succeed in a around during the show), someof a young comic with his thick number of great jokes, ranging time in 2015.
For Stone’s touring schedule,
rimmed glasses and thin goa- from the self-deprecating analogy
tee, but his confidence and stage of being left out of a threesome visit his website at alexstonecompresence produce a seasoned with your girlfriend to the uncom- edy.com.
Staff Writer

character, even unflinching to an
off-beat, improvised opener describing the misfortune of an absent ketchup stain that didn’t quite
land.

An exhibition of the works of
art students at Xavier opened for
public viewing on Jan. 30.
The exhibit is located in the
Xavier Art Gallery in the A.B.
Cohen Center, and anyone is welcome to view the works on display
free of charge.
The exhibit, which is done annually at Xavier during the spring
semester, includes artwork in
many different categories. Art by
graduating seniors in Xavier’s art
department from all studio areas
will be showcased at this event.
“Drawing, prints, book art,
painting, sculptures and fibers are
all presented, including coiling,
punch needle, Batik, mixed-media
sculpture, silk paper, wearable art
and pillows,” Kitty Uetz, the director for the Xavier art galleries,
said.
In addition to works of art created by hand, the exhibit will include photography and printmaking which have been made by a
variety of processes.
For students involved in the

visual arts at Xavier, this is their
chance to showcase not only the
artistic talent, but also their development as a person and their
cultivation of wisdom. Xavier’s
liberal arts program does not stop
at developing technique.
The program centers on the
strengthening of the whole person — body, mind and spirit.
This development of strength
is a product that comes with the
artwork students create. Visitors
will be treated to some spectacular work.
As of late, the Xavier University
Art Gallery is one of “Cincinnati’s
10 contemporary art galleries you
should visit,” according to theculturetrip.com.
“The participating students did
a great job of creating art for this
exhibition,” Uetz said.
For those interested in seeing
a collection of student works of
art, the gallery is open from 6 to
8 p.m., Monday through Friday,
until Feb. 27. There will be other
artistic exhibitions showcased at
the Cohen Center later this spring
semester.

Photo courtesy of xavierartdeparment.com

A previous exhibit at the the Xavier Art Gallery located in the Cohen Center
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The new cast of ‘Ghostbusters’ Classical piano series

Acclaimed pianist Bruce Brubaker discusses his passion

Photo courtesy of variety.com

From left to right: Kristen Wiig, Melissa McCarthy, Kate McKinnon and Leslie Jones are slated for the all-female cast.

By Allison Wisyanski

Staff Writer

“Bridesmaids” and “The Heat”
director Paul Feig has found his
cast for the remake of the classic
film “Ghostbusters,” but with a
twist: an all-female cast.
On Jan. 27, he posted a photo of the four comediennes –
Kristen Wiig, Kristen Wiig, Kate
McKinnon and Leslie Jones – on
his Twitter account, followed by
a tweet that read, “In other news,
Ghostbusters will be hitting theaters July 22, 2016. Save the date.”
According to Christian Today,
the news about the movie’s reboot
first broke in October 2014 when
the “Bridesmaids” director agreed
to lead the film as original director
Ivan Reitman bowed out.
The original “Ghostbusters”
film starred Bill Murray, Dan
Aykroyd, Harold Ramis and Ernie
Hudson. Murray approved of

the new cast and felt that having female stars in the film was
a good move. He suggested that
McCarthy and Wiig, who both
worked alongside Feig on the
2011 comedy “Bridesmaids,” star
in the film. They have also starred
on “Saturday Night Live,” where
Jones and McKinnon are currently repertory players.
Feig’s all-female cast has been
greeted with both enthusiasm and
criticism. Aykroyd spoke positively about the remake of the film
and stated, “My great grandfather, Dr. Sam Aykroyd, the original Ghostbuster, was a man who
empowered women in his day, and
this is a beautiful development in
the legacy of our family business.
These are the most magnificent
women in comedy.”
As for critics of the reboot,
Donald Trump was left “upset”
and “confused.” He released an

Instagram video and revealed that
the reboot is “a violation of the
integrity of the original iterations
of ‘Ghostbusters’ and other iconic films and roles from pop culture, including a rumored ‘Indiana
Jones’ revamp.”
According to The Inquisitr,
Trump went even further to express his displeasure through the
statement: “They’re remaking
‘Indiana Jones’ without Harrison
Ford, you can’t do that. And now
they’re making ‘Ghostbusters’
with only women. What’s going
on?”
The revamp has moved individuals on both sides of the argument to speak up.
Out of the four women, only
McCarthy has signed on for the
“Ghostbusters” reboot. Director
Feig is confident, though, that the
other women will get on board for
the new film.

The Super Bowl of Preaching
By Jessica Griggs

Guest Writer

Across the United
States, the Super Bowl
typically draws more than
100 million viewers each
year, and consequentially
churches report their lowest numbers in attendance
for the same day.
Crossroads Community
Church, a church with five
campuses in Cincinnati,
came up with a solution
to the dismal attendance
of churchgoers in what is
Photo courtesy of youtube.com
called “The Super Bowl Last year’s “Super Bowl of Preaching” brought in thousands of new visitors to the event.
ters” to preach. During each quar- saw Senior Pastor Brian Tome,
of Preaching.” This is the
13th annual event of its kind to ter the Bible must be referenced who wore a New England Patriots
at least once and a random phrase jersey, face off against fellow
take place.
“The
Super
Bowl
of selected at the start of the quar- Pastor Chuck Mingo in a Seattle
Preaching” blends traditional reli- ter must be successfully worked Seahawks jersey.
Each competitor gave moving
gious preaching with comedy and into the speech. A referee then
competition in seven shows over decides whether the criteria of the and relatable speeches about the
the course of Super Bowl week- quarters has been met and awards importance of being surrounded
by the right team while impleend. Crossroads reports that since points accordingly.
The service includes pregame menting random phrases like
“The Super Bowl of Preaching’s”
creation, Super Bowl weekend has interviews with the competitors, “his last words were YOLO” and
become the church’s most attend- live commentary during and in “which was right around the time
ed weekend, with 41,000 people between the quarters, humorous my boo became my bae.”
Although “The Super Bowl
attending the 2015 services alone. and professional-quality “comThe rules of the game are sim- mercials” and even a musical half- of Preaching” is fundamentally a
ple. There are two preachers com- time show complete with lights, church service, the messages delivered by both Tome and Mingo
peting against each other and each dancers and a live band.
“The Super Bowl of Preaching” were beneficial to many.
is given two nine-minute “quar-

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

A graduate of Juilliard School, Brubaker performs, composes and teaches.

By Nick McGill

Sports Editor

In anticipation for the Music
Series piano concert on Feb. 8,
the Newswire sat down with Bruce
Brubaker to learn more about his
career, what pieces he will be performing and what it takes to become a professional musician.
Xavier Newswire: For those of us
on campus and in the Xavier community we now have access to the Xavier
Music Series, which highlights great performers. What has come to be the greatest joy as a concert pianist?
Bruce Brubaker: The reaction of people to music is strong.
When the audience gets something from a live concert, or when
I get reactions from people who
listen to my recordings, that’s
rewarding.
Music is definitely a group
activity. Performers may make
musical sounds, but the listener
completes the musical transaction. Music only really exists as it
is heard.
XN: When did you start playing
the piano, and what made you realize
that the piano was something to pursue?
BB: Like a lot of kids, I started
taking lessons — from the lady
down the street actually. I heard
some remarkable recordings of
virtuoso piano playing when I was
13 — and that did it. Right away
I started telling everybody I was

going to be a musician.
XN: What may have been the hardest part about being a college student
studying music?
BB: If you want a public career, then I think it’s difficult not
knowing what’s going to happen.
You may even really believe you
can do it, but before recognition
from critics or people in the music
business, you wonder.
XN: As we listen to your concert,
what pieces can we expect to hear?
BB: My concert in Cincinnati
is a real mix. Some fairly recent
music and then some pieces by
Brahms.
I’ve been very involved with repetitive music by Philip Glass and
others, and I’m very interested to
hear how that minimalism rubs up
against other kinds of music.
XN: We hope to see more college students at the Music Series events. Why
do you think a live concert experience is
accessible to everyone?
BB: Lots of people listen to a
lot of recorded music. Ear buds in
every day, maybe for hours. Live
music is much more a group activity. It’s really an interaction between the musician and every person in the room, and of all those
people with each other. The total
experience is shared and also different for each person. And it only
happens once just like that. Never
to be repeated.

Photo courtesy of wbur.org

Brubaker performs at 2:30 p.m., Feb. 8 in the Gallagher Student Center Theatre.
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What Show Should
You Binge Watch on

30 Minutes or 60 Minutes?

30

Animated?

Yes

Gossip Girl

Teen Drama?

Mad Men
No

Merlin

Yes

Yes

Scary/Weird
Stuff

No

Yes

Lost
Zombies
Everywhere?

Yes

No
Yes

No
The Walking
Dead
American
Horror Story
Medical Show?

No

No

House

No

Yes

No

Breaking Bad

Future?
Yes

Mockumentaries?
Yes

Yes
No
Futurama

Archer

Sons of
Anarchy
Yes

No

Medical Show?

Criminal Minds

Yes

Yes

Political?

The Office

No

Coffee Shop
or a Bar?

Actual productivity
or nah?
Not at all

No

Grey’s Anatomy Scandal
No

No

Bones

Yes

Power Hungry
Politicians?
The
X Files

Yes

Bad

Good

Do you mind White Collar
seeing the
victims getting
Yes
murdered?
Doctor Who
No
Do you want
Shonda Rhimes?
to watch a
show so intense
No
Yes
you’ll pass out?

Supernatural
Extra
Terrestrials?

Sci-fi?

Yes

Yes

Dexter

Yes

With Space?

Blood and guts?

Yes

Focus on
the good
guys or
bad guys?

Do you have
a weak stomach?

No

Mostly Scary?

Do you like
“nerdy” shows?

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Angel

Buffy the
Vampire Slayer

No

Fantasy?

Yes

Crime Drama?

No

No

Vampires?

Strong female
lead?

60

Bar

Projects
getting done
Parks and Recreation

The West
Wing
House
of Cards
Sherlock
Coffee Shop
Friends

How I Met
Your Mother
BY HOLLIS CONNERS
Features Editor

